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7 INTENSE DARK ROAST: Our strongest coffee yet, an intense blend, super-dark-roasted for an
extra powerful coffee kick.

5 FRENCH ROAST: A strong and intense full-bodied coffee with a smoky flavor, made from our
darkest roasted Arabica beans.

5 ITALIAN ROAST: Whether you are already assertive or want to be, this blend of darkly roasted coffees
with a hint of caramel and spices gets you there.

5 ESPRESSO ROAST: Give yourself a kick with this strong yet smooth espresso. Perfect with FLAVIA®
Creamy Topping for an authentic Cappuccino or with Choco for heavenly Mochaccinos.
Perfect for multifaceted personalities and palettes.

3 HOUSE BLEND: A medium-bodied blend of Arabica beans from East Africa and South America—
carefully roasted for a rich, smooth taste and slightly fruity flavor.

1 BREAKFAST BLEND: A light-bodied, mild blend of coffees from the Americas and East Africa,
distinguished by its delicate, refreshing flavor.

SINGLE ORIGIN
4 COSTA RICA: Try this single-origin coffee from the lush Tarrazu region—full-bodied with an intense
aroma and a rich, smooth taste.

4 COLOMBIA: Pure-origin Colombia gives you full-bodied richness with a unique nutty twist.
®
6 SUMATRA: More body, more boldness! Enjoy the exquisite richness of FLAVIA pure-origin Sumatra,
direct from the volcanic soils of this exotic Indonesian island.

SUSTAINABLE
2 KENYAN DAWNTM: Savor this Kenyan Arabica grown on rich volcanic soils in the Kiambu highlands. It has a
wonderfully pure and refreshing smoothness, with fruity flavors and a lingering sweet aftertaste.

FLAVORED
HAZELNUT: Go nuts with this smooth, creamy, mellow coffee with subtle hazelnut flavor.
FRENCH VANILLA: A premium Arabica coffee combined with the creamy richness of vanilla flavor.
IRISH CREME: A FLAVIA® good luck charm—premium Arabica beans complemented with luxurious
and velvety Irish Crème flavor.

DECAF
4 FRENCH ROAST DECAF: A full-bodied decaffeinated version of the original.
2 HOUSE BLEND DECAF: Any time, any place. A decaffeinated medium-bodied blend—carefully
roasted for a rich, smooth taste and slightly fruity flavor.

®

3 SIDAMO GOLD: A complex coffee with a wine-like character and a deliciously exotic floral aroma.
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FLAVIA GOURMET COFFEES

HAZELNUT DECAF: Mellow out with a hazelnut twist. Smooth, creamy and caffeine-free.
®

CHOCO: Premium cocoa carefully blended to create a rich, creamy European hot chocolate drink.
LATTE CREAMER: For personalized creamy delights, combine with FLAVIA® coffees or Choco or both.
CREAMY TOPPINGTM: Add an authentic touch to your FLAVIA® Cappuccino. Or invent your own FLAVIA®
creation with this creamy, delicious topping.

EXOTIC CHAITM: Spirits need a lift? Rise to the occasion with the tantalizing tastes of cinnamon, clove and
MILKY WAY SWIRL: A rich chocolate and creamy caramel treat to be combined with Choco or any
®

FLAVIA® Gourmet Coffee.

FLAVIA WELLBEING DRINKS
®

GREEN TEA WITH JASMINETM: A revitalizing green tea with the scent of jasmine flowers.
May help fight free radicals.

BLUEBERRY BALANCETM: Help protect your immunity with this caffeine-free blueberry apple tea.
RASPBERRY SPARKTM: Need a quick boost? Perk up with this delicious Ginseng and
Ginkgo Biloba tea.

LEMON CALMTM: Unwind with our soothing, gentle blend of rosehips, apples and lemon peels.
JAPANESE GREEN TEATM: This delicate Sencha tea from the foothills of Mount Fuji has tea
catechins—a natural source of antioxidants.

AFRICAN RED BUSH: Lift your spirits! Enjoy the unique sweet taste of this red tea, grown in the
Cedarberg wilderness area of South Africa.

WHITE TEA AND ORANGE: Unwind and recover with a fruity tea high in antioxidants.
We have added the sweet fruity flavor of orange to enhance this special experience.

PEPPERMINT COOLTM: Your gentle digestion aid! Savor the deliciously cool and
refreshing taste of this peppermint tea.

FLAVIA FRESH LEAF TEAS
®

ENGLISH BREAKFAST: Not just for the traditionalist. Savor the full, smooth flavor of this
fresh leaf tea from Kenya.
EARL GREY: A classic tea with an aroma derived from Bergamot oil. Too good not to share.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST DECAF: Enjoy delicious, authentic leaf tea, without the caffeine.
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ginger in this rich Exotic Chai.
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FLAVIA INDULGENT CREATIONS

MIXES AND MATCHES
Be original and invent personal drinks by mixing
and matching. Get creative, invent individual
dream drinks.
With the FLAVIA® Drinks Station and a little
imagination, you can experiment to create your
own FLAVIA® favorite.
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FLAVIA CREATION 400
WITH 6-COLUMN MERCHANDISER
®

® FLAVIA, CREATION 400, KENYAN DAWN, RASPBERRY SPARK, BLUEBERRY BALANCE, PEPPERMINT COOL, LEMON CALM,
CREAMY TOPPING, MILKY WAY SWIRL, MARS SWIRL, EXOTIC CHAI ©/™/® & designs MASTERFOODS 2007
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